Soon This Love
How’d I find you on this Earth? In the Fire, in the Water in the Air I breathe?
Soon this love will give birth, by the grace of some old plan or that we simply be.
The years I spent staring down all those other paths
Wondering should I stay or should I go
Should I be surprised to still find you at my side?
You are my home, the ground I walk below.
Oh, it ain’t easy knowing where to go when it quakes below.
Oh, it’s easy, when the earth it shakes, love rock with it and roll (2x)
How’d I find you…
Still sometimes the bickering, the words that cut and bite and sting
The blows that hate in love can bring
But words they can be delicate like kisses in the wind
I’ll take you in, I’ll take you in.
Oh, it ain’t easy, when the wind is fierce and you feel so light.
Oh, it’s easy, when the wind is fierce your love it can take flight (2x)
How’d I find you…
Oh the lessons we have lived and what we’ve learned to get and give
And forgive.
Touching your old scars and wounds-- some they were my own.
Now I love you to the flesh and to the bone.
Oh, it ain’t easy, when you fear the burn, and the embers turn.
Oh, it’s easy, when the fire takes there’s a love that makes you learn (2x)
How’d I find you…
Fathoming the joy and pain that two hearts could go
Anywhere that red of blood could flow.
The thickening, the quickening, the ripening of rhyme
Love it grows where water flows and grows with time.
Oh, it ain’t easy, will you sink or swim when you’re falling in
Oh, it’s easy, when the water’s rough, love walks right on the sea(2x)
How’d I find you on this Earth? In the Fire, in the Water in the Air I breathe?
Soon this love will give birth, by the grace of some old plan or that we simply be.
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